Abstract: Many image hashing algorithms have been proposed to detect the malicious tampering for content authentication. However, their tampering localization performance degrades dramatically on images with content-preserving distortion, as these algorithms cannot distinguish the malicious tampering from content-preserving distortion. A novel framework for existing hashing algorithms to improve their performance on tampering localization in distorted images is proposed in this paper. High precision of tampering localization in distorted images is achieved by controlling the robustness of extracted features. By experimenting with classical image hashing algorithms, the correctness of the proposed framework is proved.
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Introduction
Robust hashing for multimedia authentication is a new developed method to verify content integrity and detect tampering [1] . Typically, images would inevitably be distorted (e.g., compression, blurring, and etc.) during storage and transfer, although the image contents are preserved. Moreover, the content-preserving distortion is hard to be filtered out as it is a black box. Therefore, it is essential to detect and locate tampering in content-preserving distorted images.
Existing image hashing algorithms are usually based on statistics [2] , relations [3, 4] , preservation of coarse image representation [5] , and low-level features [6] . The extent of image variation is controlled by the ratio of varied robust features to all robust features, which we define as variation ratio. However, this ratio cannot distinguish whether the variation is due to malicious tampering or content-preserving distortion. As the content-preserving distortion is hard to be filtered out, for existing image hashing algorithms, the precision [7] of tampering localization degrades dramatically in that they usually mistake the content-preserving distortion for malicious tampering.
In this letter, we are motivated to propose a novel tampering localization framework (TLF). Besides variation ratio, the ratio of varied robust features caused by tampering to all varied robust features is first considered in TLF, which we define as tampering ratio. High tampering ratio predicates high precision of tampering localization in distorted images. With the increase in robustness of extracted features, tampering ratio would increase at the cost of the increase in the false acceptance rate (FAR) [4] . Thus, by extracting the features with appropriate robustness, high precision of tampering localization could be achieved. TLF is universal to existing image hashing algorithms, in that all these algorithms could be easily embedded into TLF to improve their precision of tampering localization.
Proposed TLF
Our proposed TLF has two phases when it is applied to an existing hashing algorithm [2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ]. In the first phase, experimental curves of tampering ratio and FAR as a function of features' robustness are obtained. According to the plot, the appropriate robustness is selected. In the following phase, features with the selected robustness are extracted from the real original images and their query images. By matching, malicious tampering is located by the varied features in the query images.
The plot of experimental curves of tampering ratio and FAR as a function of features' robustness is vital in TLF. The first phase could be detailed by the following six steps:
1. To distinguish the varied robust features caused by tampering from those caused by distortion, purely distorted images and purely tampered images are obtained by performing content-preserving manipulations and malicious tampering respectively on a collection of original images. As such, the varied features in the purely distorted images could be deemed as those caused by distortion, while the varied features in the purely tampered images could be deemed as those caused by tampering.
2. Besides features with traditional robustness [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] , features with more robustness are extracted from the original images, their purely distorted images and purely tampered images. Let f and f denote the feature with traditional robustness and the one with more robustness respectively. They might be extracted from the original images or the query images. It is advised in this paper that f is generated based on f for the convenience of measuring the robustness. For example, if f is continuously changing with the extent of distortion, such as the block mean value in [2] or the magnitude difference between a wavelet parent node and its child node in [3] , f could be obtained by [f − Δk, f + Δk], where Δk > 0. Features with expanded value range would have higher probability to be matched, thus, greater Δk makes features have more robustness. If f is discretely changing with the extent of distortion, such as the Hotelling's T-square statistics of block DCT coefficients extracted in [5] , f could be obtained by decreasing the high frequency component of f .
3. By matching the features with same robustness from the original images, their purely distorted image and purely tampered images, varied features in all the purely distorted images and purely tampered images are obtained respectively. 
Repeat
Step 2 to Step 4 to plot the experimental curve of tampering ratio and FAR as a function of features' robustness.
6. According to the plot, the appropriate robustness is selected.
Application to an existing algorithm
We take the notable image hashing algorithms [3] as an example to explain the six steps in the first phase.
In the first step of the first phase, a collection of 44 distinct images [8] with the luminance range [0, 255] and size of 512×512 pixels are used as the original images. 132 purely distorted images are obtained by performing Gaussian white noise (mean = 0, standard deviation = 18), JPEG compression (quality factor = 10), and median filtering (repeating times = 10) respectively on these original images. 440 purely tampered images are obtained by deleting the content information of ten randomly chosen regions (16 × 16 pixels) from each original image.
In the second step, features with traditional robustness are extracted by the algorithm [3] with its original parameter set. In [3] , CDF 9/7 four-layer wavelet transform is applied to the input image. Assume a parent node p and its child node c. f = |p| − |c|. Features are labeled by five signature symbols. The signature symbol of f , sym(f ) is defined by Eq. (1),
where k = 256. As such, the hash sequence H is generated by
where, when features are extracted from HL3, LH3 and HH3, n = 64× 64 × 3 for the image with the size of 512 × 512 pixels.
To get the feature with traditional robustness, it is advised in this paper to expand the value range of f , i.e., [f − Δk, f + Δk], where Δk > 0. Features with expanded value range would have higher probability to be matched, thus, greater Δk makes features have more robustness. sym(f ) is be defined
V or the other four symbols, otherwise
Features with more robustness could be recorded by d(Δk).
As such, for the features with more robustness, the additional hash sequence D(Δk) is generated by
In the third step, let f o and f q represent the feature with traditional robustness extracted from an original image and its query image respectively. Accordingly, for the original image, its hash sequence H o and additional sequence D o (Δk) could be obtained.
For the query image, its hash sequence H q could be obtained.
In [3] , if the relation sym(f q,i ) = sym(f o,i ) could not hold, i ∈ [1, n], f q,i is deemed as the varied feature. In TLF, with a certain robustness (controlled by Δk), as long as one of the following conditions could be satisfied, the feature from the query image is unchanged. Otherwise, it is varied.
As such, varied features caused by distortion and by tampering could be obtained respectively. According to the fourth step, tampering ratio and FAR with a certain robustness (controlled by Δk) are calculated. In this way, experimental curves of tampering ratio and FAR as a function of features' robustness could be plot, which is shown in Fig. 1 . FAR increases slowly, while tampering ratio increases fast from Δk = 10 to Δk = 60. To get a good tradeoff between tampering ratio and FAR, Δk = 60 is selected, where tampering ratio is 0.813928, and FAR is 0.110603.
It should be pointed out that the trend of the experimental curves has nothing to do with the number of purely distorted or tampered images. It only relates to the extent of distortion and tampering. When the extent Fig. 1 . Tampering ratio and FAR as a function of Δk when applying TLF to SDS in Reference [3] of distortion increases, the curve for tampering ratio will rise slower while the curve for FAR will remain unchanged. When the extent of tampering increases, the curve for tampering ratio will rise faster whiles the curve for FAR will rise slower. Thus, to keep a constant tampering ratio, with severer distortion, we will have a higher FAR; while with severer tampering, we will have a lower FAR.
Experimental results
In our experiment, the 256 gray-scale Airplane image with the size of 512 × 512 pixels is used here as a real original image. The word "U.S." is deleted from the airplane followed by JPEG compression (QF = 20, PSNR = 32.7126), median filtering, and Gaussian white noise blurring (mean = 0, standard deviation = 8) respectively. As shown in Fig. 2 , the images in the first column are JPEG compressed, those in the second column are blurred by median filtering, and those in the third column are blurred by Gaussian white noise. The images in the first row indicate the tampered region by red rectangles. By the algorithm [3] , features with traditional robustness (Δk = 0) and those with selected robustness (Δk = 60) are extracted from the original image and its query images. By matching, tampering is located by varied features. Based on features with traditional robustness, the performance of tampering localization in these distorted images is shown in the second row of Fig. 2 . The positions of detected tampering are located by red circles. The precision for tampering localization is 1/40, 1/24 and 1/35 respectively. Based on features with appointed robustness (Δk = 60), the performance of tampering localization in these distorted images is shown in the last row of Fig. 2 . The precision for tampering localization is 1, 1/3 and 1 respectively. Experiments clearly prove the validity of TLF. The precision of tampering localization in distorted images are improved greatly.
Fig. 2.
Comparison of performance on tampering localization in distorted images between our method and the method in Reference [3] 
Conclusion
In this paper, a new image hashing framework for tampering localization in distorted images is proposed. By extracting the features with appropriate robustness of extracted features, high precision of tampering localization could be achieved. Experimental results demonstrate that existing hashing algorithms could be easily embedded into TLF to improve their precision of tampering localization.
